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Introduction:  Fluidized ejecta craters, in compari-

son to the ballistic crater types that are commonly 

found on the Moon and Mercury, have only been ob-

served on Mars and some icy satellites in the outer 

solar system [1, 2]. This class of craters includes dou-

ble layer ejecta (DLE) craters, which are surrounded by 

two fluidized ejecta layers and are typically observed 

in the mid-latitudes on Mars [e.g. 1, 3]. This distribu-

tion suggests the influence of subsurface volatiles, par-

ticularly water ice, in the formation of this type of 

crater. Several hypotheses for the formation of DLE 

craters have been proposed, including a base surge [4], 

atmospheric effects [5, 6], and an impact directly into 

an icy substrate [7].  

Craters can be useful probes for the determination 

of subsurface properties, including the presence and 

abundance of volatiles. In particular, secondary craters 

with “expanded” morphologies, where the central 

crater bowl is surrounded by a shallow extension (Fig-

ure 1), have been observed throughout Arcadia Planitia 

and nearby areas, in the northern plains of Mars [8].  

Expansion is thought to occur after the formation of 

secondary craters that expose a shallow subsurface 

layer of “excess” water ice (which exceeds the availa-

ble soil pore space). This subsurface ice sublimates 

when exposed to the atmosphere, and the overlying dry 

material collapses into the crater, gradually building up 

an insulating layer that prevents further expansion [8, 

9]. Preferential expansion related to different terrain 

types has been observed, including overlying DLE cra-

ters, where the degree of expansion appears to vary 

between the ejecta layers and the surrounding terrain. 

Figure 1. An example of expanded secondary craters 

located near 50.17°N, 219.18°E, found in HiRISE im-

age ESP_017875_2305. 

We therefore propose that these expanded craters can 

be used to determine variations in the abundance of 

water ice within the shallow subsurface of each layer of 

ejecta in DLE craters. 

Study Area:  The focus area of this study is a 

double layer ejecta crater with a diameter of ~15 km 

located at 50.35°N, 219.7°E (Figure 2). Overlying sec-

ondary craters from an unrelated later impact, many of 

which show evidence for the expansion described pre-

viously, are observed on each ejecta layer.  The degree 

of expansion appears to vary among both ejecta layers 

and the surrounding terrain. A preliminary analysis of a 

sampling of expanded secondary craters found in a 

digital terrain model (DTM) created using stereo imag-

es from the High Resolution Imaging Science Experi- 

Figure 2. Context map. The two ejecta layer bounda-

ries are labeled with dashed lines, and the three study 

DTMs are numbered. (1) HiRISE stereo pair 

ESP_027158_2305 and ESP_026446_2305, previously 

analyzed in [8]. (2) HiRISE stereo pair ESP_ 

017875_2305 and ESP_018007_2305. (3) HiRISE 

stereo pair ESP_034384_2300 and ESP_033738_2300. 
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ment (HiRISE) has been described in [8], and showed 

quantitative evidence for greater ice content within the 

innermost ejecta layer. We are conducting a more de-

tailed analysis of this stereo pair and two additional 

HiRISE DTMs that sample both ejecta layers and the 

surrounding terrain, the locations of which are shown 

in Figure 2. 

Methods:  In order to quantify the differences in 

crater expansion on each ejecta layer, we map the ex-

panded secondary craters that are found in the three  

DTMs in detail using ESRI’s ArcMap and the Crater-

HelperTools add-in [10]. Each expanded crater is ap-

proximated as an ellipse, and parameters such as diam-

eters (major and minor axes) are measured. Crater vol-

umes, depths, and depth-to-diameter ratios will also be 

measured using ArcGIS’s 3D Analyst tools to interpo-

late a pre-impact surface from the topography immedi-

ately surrounding the (rimless) expanded craters. This 

method is described in more detail in [8]. Expanded 

craters that overlap each other are excluded from vol-

ume measurements since it becomes challenging to 

interpolate their pre-impact surface. Crater volumes 

can be used as a rough proxy for the volume of ice lost 

to sublimation during the expansion process due to the 

fact that any rim and ejecta that was once present 

around these secondary craters has collapsed into the 

crater during expansion [8]. 

Discussion: By comparing the volumes and size-

frequency distributions of the expanded secondary cra-

ters overlying each layer of the DLE crater, we will 

approximately quantify the differences in ice content 

within the inner and outer ejecta layers (assuming the 

initial secondary cratering was comparable on each 

layer). This has implications for the formation mecha-

nism of DLE craters and the material properties of the 

ejecta layers.  

It is interesting to note that there are several small 

hills in the southern section of DTM 3 in Figure 2 

which have a texture similar to the ejecta and preserve 

overlying expanded secondary craters, but appear unre-

lated to the DLE crater. Like the DLE crater ejecta, 

these features preserve subsurface excess ice and may 

have a composition similar to the ejecta. The formation 

of excess ice has been linked to regolith that contains 

clay-sized particles or perchlorate salts [11], so it is 

conceivable that excess ice developed after the DLE 

crater-forming impact, and was related to the type of 

material comprising the ejecta layers. Another possibil-

ity is that some excess ice is snow preferentially 

trapped in certain topographic settings. In this case, 

understanding crater expansion would inform us about 

differences in the materials or geomorphic properties 

of the two ejecta layers, rather than explicitly deriving 

from the original ice content.   

Each hypothesis for DLE crater formation impli-

cates different compositions for the ejecta layers. The 

base surge hypothesis suggests that the inner layer was 

deposited by ballistic and flow processes, whereas the 

outer ejecta layer, emplaced by a base surge, is com-

prised of fine-grained materials that were lofted and 

deposited around the crater [4]. Atmospheric effects 

have also been implicated as a factor in the production 

of ejecta blankets on Mars, including in fluidized ejec-

ta, where aerodynamic drag can lead to particle size 

sorting of ejected material [5]. The glacial substrate 

model proposed that DLE craters result from an impact 

into an icy surface, preserving a layer of ice and snow 

beneath the ejecta and leading to a landslide of material 

close to the rim in order to produce the inner ejecta 

layer [7]. Quantification of the volume of ice preserved 

beneath our study crater will provide some constraints 

on the subsurface material properties within each ejecta 

layer and help to clarify the formation of double layer 

ejecta craters on Mars. 
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